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User study of MistGo® A user-friendly alternative to conventional eye drops
Conducted by Design Psychology 2023 (independent usability testing consultancy)

Background1 Purpose & Methods

MistGo® user-friendly design

▪ Of the routes to administer drugs to the eye to treat 
chronic eye diseases such as dry eye disease (DED) and 
glaucoma, the topical route is the most used. 
Unfortunately, the design of the eye drop bottle leads 
many patients to administer their medication incorrectly.

▪ Studies prove that among glaucoma patients, the 
proportion of patients using improper technique ranges 
from 34% to 92%. 7-44% miss the eye completely and 
18-80% contaminate the tip of the bottle by contacting 
the eye or surrounding tissue.

▪ Poor instillation technique jeopardizes adherence and 
compliance to treatment.

▪ Purpose: to collect data regarding the experience of using conventional eye drop bottles vs using MistGo® to self-administer eye 
medication. Focus areas were ease of use, dosing self-efficacy, intended adherence/compliance and preference/reaction. 

▪ Method: the study was conducted as a separate part in connection to a pre-validation usability test and contains the same 16 
participants, all having experience using conventional eye drop bottles. Participants had the option to try MistGo® four times - twice 
during the usability test and twice during the user study. As the devices were not sterilized for the test, participants were instructed to 
wear safety goggles before administering. They also administered doses on their arm to feel the MistGo® -sensation.

Results and Conclusions
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▪ MistGo® is an innovative alternative to the conventional 
eye drop bottle, designed to help patients administer 
their eye medication in a more precise and user-
friendly way.

▪ The better user experience translates into higher 
patient compliance, healthier eyes and higher quality 
of life for patients.

MistGo® is designed to 

be omnidirectional – it 
can be used horizontally

Ease of use: 88% rated 
MistGo® higher on ease of 
use on 5 aspects of correct 
self-administration

Dosing self-efficacy: 81% 
felt more certain they 
could take eye medication 
correctly with MistGo® 

Overall Ease Overall Correctly

MistGo® offers patients significant advantages over conventional bottles

Treatment adherence: 
81% believed MistGo® 
would make it easier to 
adhere to treatment

Preference: 88% would 
recommend MistGo® to 
others taking eye 
medication
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